Abstract. Since its introduction to recognize chordal graphs by Rose, Tarjan, and Lueker, Lexicographic Breadth First Search (LexBFS) has been used to come up with simple, often linear time, algorithms on various classes of graphs. These algorithms, called multi-sweep algorithms, compute a number of LexBFS orderings σ1, . . . , σ k , where σi is used to break ties for σi+1, we write LexBFS + (σi) = σi+1. For instance, Corneil et al. gave a linear time multi-sweep algorithm to recognize interval graphs [SODA 1998], Kratsch et al. gave a certifying recognition algorithm for interval and permutation graphs [SODA 2003]. Since the number of LexBFS orderings for a graph is finite, after some fixed number of + sweeps, we will eventually loop in a sequence of σ1, . . . , σ k vertex orderings such that σi+1 = LexBFS + (σi) mod k. We study this new graph invariant, LexCycle(G), defined as the maximum length of a cycle of vertex orderings obtained via a sequence of LexBFS + . In this work, we focus on graph classes with small LexCycle. We give evidence that a small LexCycle often leads to linear structure that has been exploited algorithmically on a number of graph classes. In particular, we show that for proper interval, interval, co-bipartite, domino-free cocomparability graphs, as well as trees, there exists two orderings σ and τ such that σ = LexBFS + (τ ) and τ = LexBFS + (σ). One of the consequences of these results is the simplest algorithm to compute a transitive orientation for these graph classes. It was conjectured by Stacho [2015] that LexCycle is at most the asteroidal number of the graph class, we disprove this conjecture by giving a construction for which LexCycle(G) > an(G), the asteroidal number of G.
Introduction To A New Graph Parameter
This paper follows standard graph notations. Let G(V, E) denote a graph on n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges. All the graphs considered are simple (no loops or multiple edges), finite and undirected. Given a pair of adjacent vertices u and v, we write uv to denote the edge in E with endpoints u and v. We denote by N (v) = {u : uv ∈ E} the open neighbourhood of vertex v, and N [v] = N (v) ∪ {v} the closed the neighbourhood of v. We write G[V ′ ] to denote the induced subgraph H(V ′ , E ′ ) of G(V, E) on the subset of vertices V ′ ⊆ V , where for every pair u, v ∈ V ′ , uv ∈ E ′ if and only if uv ∈ E. The complement of a graph G(V, E) is the graphḠ(V,Ē) where uv ∈Ē if and only uv / ∈ E. A private neighbour of a vertex u with respect to a vertex v is a third vertex w that is adjacent to u but not v: uw ∈ E, vw / ∈ E. A set S ⊆ V is independent if for all a, b ∈ S, ab / ∈ E, and S is a clique if for all a, b ∈ S, ab ∈ E. Given a pair of vertices u and v, the distance between u and v, denoted d (u, v) , is the length of a shortest u, v path. A diametral path of a graph is a shortest u, v path where u and v are at the maximum distance among all pairs of vertices. A triple of independent vertices u, v, w forms an asteroidal triple (AT) if every pair of the triple remains connected when the third vertex and its closed neighbourhood are removed from the graph. In general, a set A ⊆ V of G forms an asteroidal set if for each vertex a ∈ A, the set A\{a} is contained in one connected component of G[V \N [a] ]. The maximum cardinality of an asteroidal set of G, denoted an(G), is called the asteroidal number of G. A graph is AT-free if it does not contain an asteroidal triple. A domino is the induced graph G(V = {a, b, c, d, e, f }, E = {ab, ac, bd, cd, ce, df, ef }).
A module of a graph G is a subset M of vertices such that any vertex in V (G) \ M is either adjacent to all vertices in M or to none of them. A module M is trivial if M = V or M is a single vertex. A graph is prime if all its modules are trivial. A modular decomposition is a decomposition of the vertices in which each part is a module of G. Given P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k }, a modular decomposition of G, we write G/P to denote the graph constructed by contracting every module P i into a single vertex in G. This is known as the quotient graph of G.
Given a graph G = (V, E), an ordering σ of G is a bijection σ : V ↔ {1, 2, ..., n}. For v ∈ V , σ(v) refers to the position of v in σ. For a pair u, v of vertices we write u ≺ σ v if and only if σ(u) < σ(v); we also say that u (resp. v) is to the left of (resp. right of ) v (resp. u). We write {σ i } ı≥1 to denote a sequence of orderings σ 1 , σ 2 , . . .. Given such a sequence, and an edge ab ∈ E, we write a ≺ i b if a ≺ σi b, and a ≺ i,j b if a ≺ i b and a ≺ j b.
Given an ordering σ = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n of G, we write σ d to denote the dual (also called reverse) ordering of σ; that is σ d = v n , v n−1 , . . . , v 2 , v 1 . For an ordering σ = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n , the interval σ[v i , . . . , v j ] denotes the ordering of σ restricted to the vertices {v i , v i+1 , . . . , v j } as numbered by σ. Similarly, if S ⊆ V , and σ an ordering of V , we write σ[S] to denote the ordering of σ restricted to the vertices of S.
Graph searching is a mechanism to traverse the graph one vertex at a time, in a specific manner. A very promising area of research is based on graph searching and the notion of multi-sweep algorithms [1, 2, 6, 8, 14, 15] . A multi-sweep algorithm is an algorithm that computes a number of orderings where each ordering σ i>1 uses the previous ordering σ i−1 to break ties using specified tie breaking rules. We will focus on one specific tie breaking rule: the + rule. Formally, given a graph G = (V, E), an ordering σ of G, and a graph search S, S + (G, σ) is a new ordering τ of G that uses σ to breaks any remaining ties from the S search. In particular, given a set of tied vertices T , the + rule chooses the vertex in T that is rightmost in σ. We sometimes write S + (σ) instead of S + (G, σ) if there is no ambiguity in the context.
In this work, we focus on LexBFS based multi-sweep algorithms. Since it has been introduced to recognize chordal graphs in [18] , Lexicographic Breadth First Search (LexBFS) has been used to come up with elegant and efficient algorithms on various graph classes. See for instance [6] for the recognition of interval graphs, [8] for cocomparability graphs and [14] for certifying recognition algorithms of permutation and interval graphs.
LexBFS is a graph search variant of BFS that assigns lexicographic labels to vertices, and breaks ties between them by choosing vertices with lexicographically highest labels. The labels are words over the alphabet {0, ..., n − 1}. By convention ǫ denotes the empty word. We present LexBFS in Algorithm 1 below. The operation append(n − i) in Algorithm 1, puts the letter n − i at the end of the word. Starting from an ordering σ 0 of G, we compute the following sequence:
Algorithm 1 LexBFS
Input: A graph G(V, E) and a start vertex s Output: An ordering σ of V 1: assign the label ǫ to all vertices, and label(s) ← {n + 1} 2: for i ← 1 to n do 3: pick an unnumbered vertex v with lexicographically largest label 4:
foreach unnumbered vertex w adjacent to v do 6: append(n − i) to label(w) 7:
end for 8: end for
Since G has a finite number of LexBFS orderings, such a sequence must loop into a finite cycle of vertex orderings. This leads to the following definition: Definition 1 (LexCycle). For a graph G = (V, E), let LexCycle(G) be the maximum length of a cycle of vertex orderings obtained via a sequence of LexBFS + sweeps.
Notice that there is no assumption on the starting vertex ordering σ 0 . We study here the first properties of this new graph invariant, LexCycle. Due to the nature of the + rule, LexCycle(G) ≥ 2. At first glance we know that LexCycle(G) ≤ n!, and more precisely LexCycle(G) is bounded by the number of LexBFS orderings of G. But there is no evidence for another general bound, say poly(n) for instance In fact it was conjectured in [19] that LexCycle(G) ≤ an(G). Unfortunately we can disprove this conjecture below. Let us first consider some interesting examples with high values of LexCycle, i.e. ≥ 3. LexBFS(G) = µ1 = x4, z4, y1, y3, y4, y2, z2, z1, z3, x2, x3, x1
LexBFS + (µ2) = µ3 = x2, z2, y3, y1, y2, y4, z4, z3, z1, x4, x1, x3
LexBFS + (µ3) = µ4 = x3, z3, y4, y2, y3, y1, z1, z4, z2, x1, x2, x4
LexBFS + (µ4) = µ1 = x4, z4, y1, y3, y4, y2, z2, z1, z3, x2, x3, x1 We now show how one can construct graphs with LexCycle(G) > an(G). Consider the following graph operation that we call Starjoin.
Definition 2 (Starjoin). For a family of graphs
, add a universal vertex g i to G i , then add a root vertex r adjacent to all g i 's. [11] for instance) that if M ⊆ V (G) is a module of G, and σ a LexBFS ordering of V (G), then σ[M ], the ordering of M induced by σ, is a valid LexBFS ordering of G[M ], the subgraph induced by M .
2. Given a modular decomposition P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k } of G, and σ a LexBFS ordering of G, we define the discovery time of a partition P i of P as max{σ(v) : v ∈ P i }. It is easy to see that σ[P], the ordering the elements of P by their discovery time with respect to σ, yields a valid LexBFS ordering of G/P, the quotient graph of G with respect to P.
These two facts can be easily extended using LexBFS + as follows: Lemma 1. Let θ be a total ordering of G, M ⊆ V a module of G, and σ = LexBFS
Proof. For the first part of this statement, we just note that since the vertices of M have the same neighbourhood outside M , no tie breaking rule can distinguish the vertices of M from the outside, i.e. V \M . Similarly for the second statement, one can consider every partition P i of P as a unique vertex since all the vertices in P i behave the same with respect to V \P i , then it suffices to consider the LexBFS + ordering on the graph G/P. ⊓ ⊔ For the next theorem, let C be a hereditary class of graphs.
Theorem 1.
If for every prime graph G ∈ C, LexCycle(G) = 2, then for every G in C, LexCycle(G) = 2.
Proof. The proof goes by induction on |V (G)| for G ∈ C. Suppose that G is not a prime graph, then it admits at least one non trivial module M , such that 1 < |M | < |V (G)|. Let us consider P = {M, {x x / ∈M }, . . . }. Both graphs G[M ] and G/P have strictly less vertices than G. Using induction hypothesis and the fact that both G[M ] and G/P belong to C, any series of LexBFS + applied on G[M ] or G/P reaches a cycle of length 2. Therefore any series of LexBFS + applied on G reaches a a cycle of length 2.
⊓ ⊔
In this paper, we show that LexCycle(G) = 2 for a number of graph classes, including proper interval, interval, cobipartite, domino-free cocomparability graphs, as well as for trees. As one of the many consequences of this result, we obtain the simplest algorithm to compute a transitive orientation of a graph G when G belongs to certain families -see Algorithm 2.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give the necessary background vertex orderings of various graph classes. In Section 3, we show that LexCycle(G) = 2 for proper interval, interval, cobipartite, domino-free cocomparability graphs, and trees. Although proper interval graphs are a strict subfamily of interval graphs, and cobipartite a strict subfamily of domino-free cocomparability graphs, we give separate proofs for each graph class since each proof displays structural properties not seen in the parent families. We also get better bounds on the convergence of the algorithm. We conclude in Section 4 with future directions.
Graph Families & Vertex Ordering Characterizations
LexBFS orderings can be characterized by the LexBFS 4 Point Condition [7] : Theorem 2 (LexBFS 4PC). Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph. An ordering σ is a LexBFS ordering of G if and only if for every triple a ≺ σ b ≺ σ c, if ac ∈ E, ab / ∈ E, then there exists a vertex d such that d ≺ σ a and db ∈ E, dc / ∈ E.
We call the triple a, b, c as described in Theorem 2 above a bad LexBFS triple, and vertex d a private neighbour of b with respect to c. Given a graph class G, a vertex ordering characterization (or VOC) of G is a total ordering on the vertices with specific properties, and ∀G, G ∈ G if and only if G admits a total ordering that satisfies said properties. VOCs have led to a number of efficient algorithms, and are often the basis of various graph recognition algorithms, see for instance [2, 6, 10, 16, 18] . We recall here some vertex ordering characterizations of the graph classes we consider.
-Proper Interval: G is a proper interval graph iff G has an ordering σ such that for every triple a ≺ σ b ≺ σ c, if ac ∈ E then both ab, bc ∈ E (PI-order). -Interval: G is an interval graph iff there exists an ordering σ of G such that for every triple a ≺ σ b ≺ σ c, if ac ∈ E then ab ∈ E (I-order). -Cocomparability: G is an cocomparability graph iff there exists an ordering σ of G such that for every triple a ≺ σ b ≺ σ c, if ac ∈ E then ab ∈ E or bc ∈ E or both (Cocomparability order).
One can easily see from these vertex orderings that Proper Interval Interval Cocomparability AT-free, and the last containment was proved in [9] by Golumbic, Monma, and Trotter.
Two other classes we consider are domino-free cocomparability and cobipartite graphs -the complement of bipartite graphs. It is easy to see that the largest independent set of a cobipartite graph is of size at most two. Cobipartite graphs are too a subfamily of cocomparability graphs.
Combining these VOCs with LexBFS properties has led to a number of structural results on these graph families. Since cocomparability graph encapsulate all these families, we will focus on LexBFS properties of cocomparability graphs.
In [3] , Corneil et al. showed that LexBFS + sweeps preserve cocomparability orderings, meaning the following:
be a cocomparability graph and σ a cocomparability ordering of G. The ordering τ = LexBFS + (σ) is a cocomparability ordering of G.
We call the ordering τ as defined above a LexBFS cocomparability ordering. Combining Theorems 2 and 3, it is easy to show the following, simple but powerful, property of LexBFS cocomparability orderings: Proof. To see this, it suffices to use the LexBFS 4PC and the cocomparability VOC properties. Since σ is a cocomparability ordering, and ab / ∈ E then bc ∈ E. Second, using the LexBFS 4PC, there must exist a vertex d ≺ a such that db ∈ E, dc / ∈ E. Once again since d ≺ a ≺ b and db ∈ E, ab / ∈ E, it follows that da ∈ E otherwise we contradict σ being a cocomparability ordering.
When choosing vertex d as described above, we always choose it as the left most private neighbour of b with respect to c. We write d = LMPN(b| σ c) and read d is the left most private neighbour of b with respect to c in σ. This is to say that prior to visiting vertex d in σ, vertices b and c were tied and label(b) = label(c) as assigned by Algorithm 1, and vertex d caused b ≺ σ c.
Recently, Dusart and Habib proved the following theorem, and formulated Conjecture 1 below:
+ sweeps compute a cocomparability ordering.
An intuition as to why this could be true comes from the following easy but important lemma about LexBFS on cocomparability graphs, known as the Flipping Lemma. This lemma is a key tool for proving Theorem 3 -see [3] for a proof.
Lemma 2 (The Flipping Lemma). Let G = (V, E) be a cocomparability graph, σ a cocomparability ordering of G and τ = LexBFS
This means that when applied on a cocomparability ordering, LexBFS will reverse all the non edges. Therefore, in a sequence {σ i } i≥1 , with σ 1 being a cocomparability ordering, all pairs of non adjacent vertices are exactly in the same order in σ i and σ i+2 . A direct consequence of the Flipping Lemma is the following corollary:
Corollary 2. For a cocomparability graph G, LexCycle(G) is necessarily of even length ≥ 2.
Proof. If G contains a pair of nonadjacent vertices, then the claim is a trivial consequence of the Flipping Lemma. Otherwise G is a complete graph and
1 is the cycle of length 2.
⊓ ⊔
If Conjecture 1 is true, then the following simple algorithm will always return cocomparability orderings that cycle, and thus a transitive orientation of a comparability graph.
Algorithm 2 A Potential Simple Transitive Orientation Algorithm
Input: A cocomparability graph G(V, E) Output: An ordering σi of G whose LexBFS
σi ← LexBFS + (σi−1) 6: end while 7: return σi A simple consequence of Theorems 3 and 4 is: Proposition 1. Let G be a cocomparability graph. If Algorithm 2 ends when applied on G, then the last two computed LexBFS + ordering are cocomparability orderings.
Observation: Consider a sequence {σ i } i≥1 = σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . of LexBFS + sweeps on a cocomparability graph G. If there exists an edge ab ∈ E and two consecutive orders σ j , σ j+1 such that a ≺ j,j+1 b then vertex a must have a private neighbour c with respect to b that pulled a before b in σ i+1 , and overruled the + rule. If such a scenario occurs, we always choose c as the left most such private neighbour of a with respect to b in σ j+1 , and once again write c = LMPN(a| j+1 b).
Graph Classes with LexCycle = 2
In an attempt to formalize the idea that LexCycle = 2 provides evidence to "linear structure", we show that a number of well studied graph classes with known linear structure have LexCycle = 2. In particular, we show that proper interval, interval, cobipartite, domino-free cocomparability graphs, and trees all have LexCycle = 2. For trees, one can obtain such a cycle with just the use of BFS. We conjecture that AT-free graphs also have LexCycle = 2 -see conclusion.
Proper Interval Graphs
For proper interval graphs, we show that any two orderings that characterize the cycle must be duals. To this end, the following claim is crucial:
Proof. Suppose not. Let x, y be pair of vertices such that xy ∈ E and x ≺ σ y, x ≺ τ y. Since the pair maintained the same order on consecutive sweeps, the + rule was not used to break ties between x and y, and thus there must exist a private neighbour z of x with respect to y, such that z ≺ τ x ≺ τ y and zx ∈ E, zy / ∈ E. Using the Flipping Lemma, this implies x ≺ σ y ≺ σ z with xy, xz ∈ E and yz / ∈ E, which contradicts σ being a PI-order. ⊓ ⊔ Theorem 5. Let G be a proper interval graph and σ a PI-order of G, then LexBFS
Proof. Let G be a proper interval graph and σ a PI-order of G. Consider the ordering τ = LexBFS + (σ). Using the Flipping Lemma on edges and non-edges on σ, it follows that both the edges and non edges of G are flipped in τ . Thus
Therefore, using Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 below, we get Corollary 3. Proof. By Theorem 6, we know that σ 3 is a PI-order. Using Theorem 5, we conclude that Algorithm 2 applied on a PI-order computes
Interval Graphs
Recall that every I-order is a cocomparability order, but the converse is not true. We next show that interval graphs reach a cycle of size 2 as soon as we compute a cocomparability ordering, that is not necessary an I-order. In particular, we show that if σ i is a cocomparability order of G, then σ i+1 = σ i+3 . To this end, we use the fact that interval graphs are precisely chordal graphs ∩ cocomparability graphs [9, 17] . A graph G is chordal if the largest induced cycle in G is a triangle.
Theorem 7. Let G be an interval graph, σ 0 an arbitrary cocomparability order of G and {σ i , } i≥1 a sequence of LexBFS + orderings where
Proof. Consider the following orderings:
Suppose
Since the ordering of the vertices of S is the same in both σ 1 and σ 3 , and a, b were chosen in different LexBFS orderings, it follows that lexlabel(a) = lexlabel(b) in both σ 1 and σ 3 when both a and b were being chosen. Therefore Proof. Let G be an interval graph. Consider a sequence of orderings {σ i , } i≥1 computed via a series of consecutive LexBFS + on G. By Theorem 4, there is a j ≤ n for which σ j is a cocomparability order. The claim now follows from Theorem 7.
Cobipartite Graphs
Let G = (V = A∪B, E) be a cobipartite graph, where both A and B are cliques. Notice that any ordering σ on V obtained by first placing all the vertices of A in any order followed by the vertices of B in any order is a cocomparability ordering.
In particular, such an ordering is precisely how any LexBFS cocomparability ordering of G is constructed, as shown by Lemma 3 below. We first show the following easy observation.
Claim 2. Let G be a cobipartite graph, and let σ be a LexBFS cocomparability ordering of G. In any triple of the form a ≺ σ b ≺ σ c, either ab ∈ E or bc ∈ E.
Proof. Suppose otherwise, then if ac ∈ E, we contradict σ being a cocomparability ordering, and if ac / ∈ E the the triple abc forms a stable set of size 3, which is impossible since G is cobipartite.
⊓ ⊔ Lemma 3. Let G be a cobipartite graph, and let σ = x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n be a LexBFS cocomparability ordering of G. There exists i ∈ [n] such that {x 1 , . . . , x i } and {x i+1 , . . . , x n } are both cliques.
Proof. Let i be the largest index in σ such that {x 1 , . . . , x i } is a clique. Suppose {x i+1 , . . . , x n } is not a clique, and consider a pair of vertices x j , x k where x j x k / ∈ E and i + 1 ≤ j < k. By the choice of i, vertex x i+1 is not universal to {x 1 , . . . , x i }. Since σ is a LexBFS ordering, vertex x j is also not universal to {x 1 , . . . , x i } for otherwise label(x j ) would be lexicographically greater than label(x i+1 ) implying j < i + 1. Unless i + 1 = j, in which case it is obviously true. Let x p ∈ {x 1 , . . . , x i } be a vertex not adjacent to x j . We thus have x p ≺ σ x j ≺ σ x k and both x p x j , x j x k / ∈ E. A contradiction to Claim 2 above. ⊓ ⊔ Since cobipartite graphs are cocomparability graphs, by Theorem 4, after a certain number t ≤ n iterations, a series of LexBFS + sweeps yields a cocomparability ordering σ t . By Lemma 3, this ordering consists of the vertices of one clique A followed by another clique B.
Assume a 1 , . . . , a p , b q , . . . , b 1 is the ordering of σ t (the reason why the indices of B are reversed will be clear soon). Consider a p × q matrix M t defined as follows:
The easy but crucial property that follows from the definition of LexBFS is the following: the columns of this matrix M t are sorted lexicographically in increasing order (for any vectors of the same length X and Y , lexicographic order is defined by X < lex Y if the least integer k for which
Consider σ t+1 = LexBFS + (σ t ), and notice that σ t+1 begins with the vertices of B in the ordering b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b q followed by the vertices of A which are sorted exactly by sorting the corresponding rows of M t lexicographically in increasing order (the first vertex to appear after b q being the maximal row, that is the one we put at the bottom of the matrix). But then to obtain σ t+2 we just need to sort the columns lexicographically, and so on.
Therefore to prove that LexCycle = 2 for cobipartite graphs, it suffices to show that this process must converge to a fixed point: That is, after some number of steps, we get a matrix such that both rows and columns are sorted lexicographically, which implies we have reached a 2 cycle. This is guaranteed by the following lemma (which we state for 0 − 1 matrices, but is in fact true for any integer valued matrix):
Lemma 4. Let M be a matrix with {0, 1} entries. Define a sequence of matrices {M i } i≥1 as follows: Then there exists an n such that M n = M n−1 .
Proof. For every n, we define a vector X n obtained by reading the entries of the matrix M n from left to right and top to bottom. We will prove that X n is never greater that X n−1 with respect to lexicographical orderings. Assume the first index for which X n and X n−1 differ corresponds to the entry with coordinates (i, j) in both matrices, and that it is equal to 0 in X n−1 and 1 in X n . For a matrix M , let M ij denote the sub-matrix of M induced by the first i rows and j columns. This implies, in particular, that the sub-matrices obtained from M We consider the case when n is even, the case of n being odd being analogous. If n is even, then M ij n was obtained from M ij n−1 by sorting its rows in increasing lexicographical order.
Let X be the last (= i th ) row of M ij n . Then each row of M which is lexicographically smaller than X in the first j coordinates are present in M ij n . However, the number of such rows in M ij n−1 is one more than in M ij n (the last row also being lexicographically smaller than X), which is a contradiction.
⊓ ⊔
We conclude with the following corollary:
Corollary 5. Cobipartite graphs have LexCycle = 2, and this cycle is reached in less than n 2 LexBFS + sweeps.
Domino-free cocomparability graphs
For this section, it is handy to recall Theorem 3, which states if σ is a cocomparability ordering then LexBFS + (σ) remains a cocomparability ordering. Therefore all the orderings we are dealing with in this section are LexBFS cocomparability orderings.
Theorem 8. Domino-free cocomparability graphs have LexCycle = 2.
Proof. Suppose not, and let G = (V, E) be a domino-free cocomparability graph. By Corollary 2, G must have a loop of even size. Let σ 1 , . . . , σ k be a LexBFS + cycle with even k > 2. We know that such a cycle must exist since the number of LexBFS orderings of G is finite. For two consecutive orderings of the same parity
such that u j = v j , and for all p < j : u p = v p Using the cycle σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ k and {diff(i)} i∈[k] , we "shift" the start of the cycle to π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π k where π 1 is chosen as the σ i with minimum diff(i). If there is a tie, we pick a random ordering σ i of minimum diff(i) to be the start of the cycle.
. . , v n , and j = diff(1), we have u i = v i , ∀i < j and u j = a, v j = b.
. Since a was chosen in π 1 and b in π 3 after the same initial ordering S on both sweeps, it follows that at the time a (resp. b) was chosen in π 1 (resp. π 3 ), b (resp. a) had the same label, and thus label(a) = label(b) at iteration j in both π 1 , π 3 . In particular S ∩ N (a) = S ∩ N (b).
Therefore when a was chosen in π 1 , the + rule was applied to break ties between a and b and so b ≺ k a. Similarly, we must have a ≺ 2 b. We thus have In π 2 , the Flipping Lemma places d ≺ 2 a, and by the choice of c as LMPN(a| 2 b), it follows that no private neighbour of b with respect to a could be placed before c in π 2 . Therefore we can conclude that c ≺ 2 d ≺ 2 a. It remains to place d in π 1 and c in π 3 . We start with vertex d in π 1 . We know that a ≺ 1 d. This gives rise to three cases: LMPN(c| 2 d) . This means ed / ∈ E, and since da / ∈ E and e ≺ 2 d ≺ 2 a, it follows that ea / ∈ E for otherwise if ea ∈ E, e ≺ 2 d ≺ 2 a contradicts π 2 being a cocomparability ordering.
Furthermore, by the choice of vertex c as LMPN(a| 2 b), and the facts that e ≺ 2 c and ea / ∈ E, it follows that eb / ∈ E, otherwise e would be a private neighbour of b with respect to a that is to the left of c in π 2 . Using the Flipping Lemma, we place vertex e in the remaining orderings, and in particular, placing vertex e in π k gives rise to a bad LexBFS triple e, d, c. By the LexBFS 4PC, there must exist a vertex f chosen as f = LMPN(d| 1 c) and f e ∈ E. Using the same argument above, one can show that f c / ∈ E and cb / ∈ E implies f b / ∈ E, and given the choice of d in π 1 and f b / ∈ E, then f a / ∈ E. We therefore have the following induced domino abcdef . A contradiction to G being domino-free.
(
, b forms a bad LexBFS triple, and thus by Theorem 2, choose vertex e ≺ 1 a as e = LMPN(d| 1 b), therefore eb / ∈ E. By the C 4 property (Property 2), ea ∈ E. Since e ≺ 1 a, it follows e ∈ S. But then ea ∈ E, eb / ∈ E implies label(a) = label(b) when a, b were chosen. A contradiction to S ∩ N (a) = S ∩ N (b).
(iii). We thus must have b ≺ 1 d ≺ 1 c, in which case we still have a bad LexBFS triple given by a, d, c in π 1 . Choose vertex e ≺ 1 a as e = LMPN(d| 1 c). By property 2, ea ∈ E, and since e ≺ 1 a, it follows e ∈ S, and thus eb ∈ E since
follows that e appears in π 3 in S, and thus e is the LMPN( 
Therefore pc / ∈ E, and since cb / ∈ E and p ≺ k c ≺ k b, it follows that pb / ∈ E as well otherwise we contradict π k being a cocomparability ordering. Moreover, given the choice of vertex d in π k as the LMPN(b| k a) and the fact that p ≺ k d, pb / ∈ E, it follows that pa / ∈ E as well. We then use the Flipping Lemma to place vertex p in π 2 . This gives rise to a bad LexBFS triple p, c, d in π 2 . Choose vertex q ≺ 2 p as q = LMPN(c| 2 d). Again, one can show that qa, qb / ∈ E, and thus the C 4 s abcdpq are induced, therefore giving a domino; a contradiction to G being domino-free.
Therefore when placing the edge cd in π k−1 , we must have c ≺ k−1 d. Consider the first (left most) difference between π k−1 and π 1 . Let S ′ be the set of initial vertices that is the same in π k−1 and π 1 . By the choice of π 1 as the start of the cycle π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π k , and in particular as the ordering with minimum diff(1), we know that |S| ≤ |S ′ |. Since S and S ′ are both initial orders of π 1 , it follows that S ⊆ S ′ , and the ordering of the vertices in S is the same in S ′ in π 1 ;
In particular vertex e as constructed above appears in S ′ as the left most private neighbour of d with respect to c in π 1 , and thus in π k−1 too vertex e is LMPN(d| k−1 c).
Notice that in all cases, we never assumed that S = ∅. The existence of an element in S was always forced by bad LexBFS triples. If S was empty, then case (i) would still produce a domino, and cases (ii), (iii) would not be possible since e ∈ S was forced by LexBFS.
To conclude, if G is a domino-free cocomparability graph, then it cannot have a cycle of size k > 2, and thus must have a 2-cycle. ⊓ ⊔
Trees
Notice that trees are not AT-free graphs, and therefore not cocomparability graphs. Consider for instance a claw where every edge is subdivided, this graph is a tree but contains an asteroidal triple. Since trees are acyclic, it is easy to see that LexBFS and BFS orderings are equivalent on trees since no vertex gets assigned a label of size ≥ 2, and thus the interaction between private neighbours and cycles does not play a role for trees as it does for cocomparability graphs. In order to prove the conjecture for trees, we use the following old result of Jordan from 1869 about diametral properties of BFS on trees.
Lemma 5.
[12] Let T (V, E) be a tree, σ 1 a BFS order of T ending at vertex x, and σ 2 = BFS + (σ 1 ) ending at vertex y. The unique path from x to y in T is a diametral path.
Similar to proper interval graphs, we show that trees reach a cycle relatively quickly, in particular an infinite sequence {σ i } i≥1 of BFS + orderings will alternate between two orderings σ 2 and σ 3 .
Theorem 9. Let T (V, E) be a tree and {σ i } i≥1 be a sequence of consecutive BFS + ordering of T , then σ 4 = σ 2 .
Proof. Let T be a tree of diameter k. By Lemma 5 the first and last vertices of σ 2 can be labeled as x 0 and x k where P = x 0 x 1 · · · x k is a diametral path.
For each vertex y of T , define f (y) = i if x i is the closest vertex of P to y. In any BFS σ of T starting with x 0 , vertices are partitioned into k + 1 sets S 1 , . . . , S k+1 , where
It is easy to see that the vertices of every partition set S i appear consecutively in σ. We refine this ordering as follows: Inside each partition set S i , order the vertices by increasing f -value. If u, v ∈ S i and f (u) < f (v) then u ≺ σ v, and if f (u) = f (v), we order u, v arbitrarily.
Consider a vertex x i and let N ′ (x i ) be neighbours of x i not on P , i.e., N (x i )\{x i−1 , x i+1 } (with adjustment of indices when i = 0 or i = k).
In a BFS ordering, once x i is numbered then all the vertices in N ′ (x i ) are labeled σ ( x i ), and will receive no other label. Furthermore, numbering one of these vertices in N ′ (x i ) will have no effect on the label of any vertex whose label starts with σ(x i ). Therefore, only a tie breaking rule can order vertices of N ′ (x i ) in σ.
Let N ′ 2 (x i ) be the set of vertices at distance 2 from x i , and whose paths to x i go through vertices of N ′ (x i ). These vertices are partitioned in σ into consecutive groups based on the vertex connecting them to x i . Inside each such group, again only a tie breaking rule can be used to order them.
In general, we define subsets of N ′ p (x i ) in a similar manner where a tie breaking rule is the only way to order vertices in N ′ p (x i ). Notice that if the tie breaking rule is the + rule, then the ordering inside each N ′ j (x i ) is the reverse (dual) of the previous ordering. With this observation in mind, our goal is to show that σ 2 = σ 4 . To this end we first show that σ 4 also starts with x 0 . That is to say that σ 3 , which starts with x k , ends with x 0 . Applying the previous discussion on σ 3 , with σ 2 fed to the + rule, we observe that for the set of vertices at distance i from x k , x k−i is the last vertex to be numbered. In particular, since k is the diameter of T , x 0 is the last vertex of σ 3 and thus the first vertex of σ 4 . Hence the orders coincide unless, possibly, in places where a tie breaking rule is applied, but when induced on such sets σ 2 and σ 4 are both duals of σ 3 , therefore they are identical.
Conclusion & Perspectives
In this paper, we study a new graph parameter, LexCycle, which measures the maximum length of a cycle of LexBFS + sweeps. It was conjectured in [19] that LexCycle(G) ≤ an(G), ∀G, we disproved the conjecture by giving a construction that grows LexCycle(G) faster than an(G). We still believe however, and conjecture, that LexCycle(G) = 2 for G AT-free. Notice that by definition of AT-free, an(G) = 2 for G AT-free.
Towards proving Conjecture 1 for cocomparability graphs, we showed that a number of sub-classes of cocomparability graphs (proper interval, interval, domino-free cocomparability, cobipartite) all have LexCycle = 2. One good way towards proving Conjecture 1 is to start by proving that k-ladder -free cocomparability graphs have LexCycle = 2, for fixe k. We define a k-ladder to be an induced graph of k chained C 4 . More precisely, a ladder is a graph H(V H , E H ) where V H = {x, x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k , y, y 1 , . . . , y k } and E H = {(x, y), (x, x 1 ), (y, Figure 3 below. Notice that interval graphs are equivalent to 1-ladder-free cocomparability graphs, and domino-free graphs are precisely 2-ladder-free cocomparability graphs. Therefore k-ladder-free cocomparability graphs are a good candidate towards proving a fixed point 2-cycle LexBFS for cocomparability graphs.
A word on runtime for arbitrary cocomparability graphs: Although the conjecture is still open for cocomparability graphs, experimentally one can show that the convergence happens relatively quickly, but not always as shown by a graph family {G n } n≥2 we present below. The graph family, experimentally, takes O(n) LexBFS + sweeps before converging. We describe an example in the family in terms of its complement, as it is easier to picture the graph, and the LexBFS traversals of the complement are easier to parse. Let G n (V = A ∪ B, E) be a comparability graph on 2n + 2 vertices, where both A and B are chains, i.e. A = a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , B = x, y, b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n , and the only edges in E are of the form
The initial comparability ordering is constructed by collecting the odd indexed vertices first, then the even indexed ones as follows:
-Initially we start τ with x, a 1 .
-In general, if the last element in τ is a i and i is odd, while i is in a valid range, append b i , b i+2 , a i+2 to τ and repeat.
-If n is even, append b n , a n to τ , otherwise append a n−1 , b n−1 to τ .
-Again while i is in a valid range, we append the even indexed vertices a i , b i , b i−2 , a i−2 to τ .
-Append y to τ .
The ordering τ as constructed is a transitive orientation of the graph, and thus is a cocomparability ordering in the complement. We perform a series of LexBFS + sweeps where σ 1 = LexBFS + (τ ) in the complement, i.e. the cocomparability graph. every subsequent + sweep will proceed to "gather" the elements of A close to each other, resulting in an ordering that once it moves to chain A remains in A until all its elements have been visited. An intuitive way to see why this must happen is to notice in the complement, the vertices of A are universal to B and thus must have a strong pull. Experimentally, this 2-chain graph family takes O(n) LexBFS + sweeps before converging. Figure 4 below is an example for n = 6. = x, a1, b1, b3, a3, a5, b5, b6, a6, a4, b4, b2, a2, y σ1 = LexBFS + (τ ) = y, a2, b2, b4, a4, a6, b6, a5, b5, b3, a1, a3, x, b1 σ2 = LexBFS + (σ1) = b1, x, a1, a3, b3, b5, a5, a6, b6, b4, a4, a2, b2, y σ3 = LexBFS + (σ2) = y, b2, a2, a4, b4, b6, a6, b5, a1, a1, a3, b3, x, b1 σ4 = LexBFS + (σ3) = b1, x, b3, a3, a1, a5, b5, b6, a6, a4, a2, b4, b2, y σ5 = LexBFS + (σ4) = y, b2, b4, a2, a4, a6, b6, a5, a1, a3, b5, b3, x, b1 σ6 = LexBFS + (σ5) = b1, x, b3, b5, a3, a1, a5, a6, a4, a2, b6, b4, b2, y σ7 = LexBFS + (σ6) = y, b2, b4, b6, a2, a4, a6, a5, a1, a3, b5, b3, x, b1 σ8 = LexBFS + (σ7) = b1, x, b3, b5, a3, a1, a5, a6, a4, a2, b6, b4, b2, y = σ6 Fig. 4 . G6, A comparability graph; τ a cocomparability ordering of the complement of G6 and a series of LexBFS + of the corresponding cocomparability graph.
Other Graph Searches: One could raise a similar cycle question for different graph searches; in particular, lexicographic depth search (LexDFS). LexDFS is a graph search that extends DFS is a similar way to how LexBFS extends BFSsee Algorithm 3 below.
Algorithm 3 LexDFS
Input: A graph G(V, E) and a start vertex s Output: An ordering σ of V 1: assign the label ǫ to all vertices, and label(s) ← {0} 2: for i ← 1 to n do 3: pick an unnumbered vertex v with lexicographically largest label 4:
σ(i) ← v ⊲ v is assigned the number i 5:
foreach unnumbered vertex w adjacent to v do 6: prepend i to label(w) 7:
end for 8: end for LexDFS was introduced in [4] , and has since led to a number of linear time algorithms on cocomparability graphs, including maximum independent set and Hamilton path [2, 3, 15] . In fact, these recent results have shown just how powerful combining LexDFS and cocomparability orderings is. It is therefore natural to ask whether a sequence of LexDFS orderings on cocomparability graphs reaches a cycle with nice properties. Unfortunately, this is not the case as shown by the example below, where G is a cocomparability graph as witnessed by the following cocomparability ordering τ = a, c, e, f, g, d, b, however doing a sequence of LexDFS + on G cycles before we reach a cocomparability ordering, and the cycle has size four. All the graph families considered in this work have some sort of linear structure that has been exploited algorithmically. For AT-free graphs for instance, Corneil et al. showed in [5] that AT-free graphs have a dominating pair that can be found using two LexBFS sweeps. We believe small LexCycle parameter implies some sort of linear structure. In particular we ask whether the two orderings that witness LexCycle = 2 can lead to faster and simpler algorithms on these graph classes -other than transitive orientation.
